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KNERGï PHYSICS, AMóTb'RDAN, TUE UtHlEKL/NDS 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The dominant feature of pion-and photon-nucleon 

interactions at intermediate energies is the excitation 
of the A resonance. Therefore, one can use pion- and pho
ton-induced nuclear reactions to study the dynamics of 
A propagation in a nucleus. While a large number of expe
riments has been carried out with pions, the data base 
for photonuclear reactions for photon energies between 
200 and 400 MtrV is rather small. However, major experimen
tal programs are now underway or planned for the new elec
tron scattering facilities. 

Fig. 1 shows the total photoabsorption cross sec-
tion for a proton * ) . It clearly 

j \ shows the & peak. If we subtract 
/. out the contribution from the 

/;'•.•• Mi+(3/2) multipole (dashed line), 
the remaining background is nearly 
energy independent. The peak cross 
section is about .5 mb, compared 

( /,' '. \ to 200 mb for *+p scattering. This 
; ,' \\ large cross section for pions 
i ƒ \ ̂  implies that pion-nucleus scat-
| ' \ tering is mainly taking place in 
; "'• the nuclear surface. On the other 

hand, due to their much weaker 
- ,.r- -.r • interaction photons can reach the 

entire nuclear volume. One would 

• 

/ / 

9* therefore expect that the total 
nuclear photoabsorption cross section, oyh, is simply 
given by OyA = Ao H, the incoherent sum of the nucleon 
cross sections. Fig, 2 shows the total photoabsorption 
data for 9Be from Mainz 2> and Bonn 3*. Compared to the 
incoherent sum AoY« (solid line), the experimental cross 
section shows a substantial damping in the & region. A 
meaningful theoretical description must take into account 
the modification of the A propagation in the nuclear 
medium due to effects such as Fermi motion, nucleon bind
ing or pion absorption. The A-hole formalism, which has 
been applied to «-nucleus.scattering 4/5,6) offers a frame
work to consistently include these effects into the des
cription of photonuclear reactions 7-12)# This approach is 
indicated in Fig. 3, where the same A-hole Green's function, 
GAh, is used in «-nucleus elastic scattering, nuclear 
Compton scattering and coherent «° photoproduction. 
Through the optical theorem, the forward Compton amplitude 
yields the total photoabsorption cross section. The 
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reactions in Fig.3 correspond to different matrix elements 
of GAh. Pion-nucleus elastic scattering involves only fi-h 
states with unnatural parity» while the photon also excites 
the natural parity A-h states. Another difference is that 
the nN •* A coupling is longitudinal, while the ytt -* A coupl
ing is transverse. Photonuclear reactions therefore provide 
an important independent tool for studying the dynamics 
of A propagation in the nuclear medium. 

In Section II we will first comment 
on photoabsorption on a single 
nucleon, A review of the A-h Greens 
function and of the photonuclear 
amplitude is given in Section III. 
Results for photoabsorption on '•He 
are shown in Section IV and com
pared with the data. Coherent *° 
photoproduction is discussed in 
Section V and calculations for 12C 
are compared to recent measurements, 
Section VI contains a short summary, 
The results used in this paper are 
taken from work done in collabora
tion with E.J. Moniz (MIT) and 
N. Ohtsuka (NIKHEF-K), 
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Fig. 3 

II. THE PHOTON-NUCLEON AMPLITUDE 

To calculate the nuclear photoabsorption cross 
section, we first need a model for Compton scattering 
from a nucleon. We will assume that this proceeds through 
intermediate pion production in the irN s-wave and M1 + (3/2) 
channels. The contribution trom the A has the form 

A " YNA Die) yNA' (1) 



where the transverse ,11.» eouplituj is yivui. by 

-1 
and D(E) is the f roc A |>î tuij..Li.r> 
D(E) E - ER ^ il'(E)/2 - li^Ui - ct,j1)3(Kl) . 833 is the 
nN scattering phasesLifL. 
The optical fcheorom r^latca m o imaginary part of the tor-
ward scattering amplitude 01 T ) ^ to pion phot oproei uut ion. 
In the A-model, the >rt » ill amplitude is tjiven by 

TA *NA D(B) rYH&* l ' 
Since FïïNA and 0(E) can be obtained from pion scattering, 
the only parameter remaining in Eqs. 1 and 3 is the coupl
ing strength G y H A. To reproduce the experimental Mi+(3/?) 
multipole *> &{ resonance» where R<tM| + (3/2) = 0, we obtain 
GY||A/MA * .167 f. However, this does not describe the ob
served energy dependence of the M]+{3/2) multipole very 
well. For a good fit, one has to include also non-resonant 
« production in the (3,3) channel 13). if we add such a 
term, we must make sure that the total amplitude keeps the 
nN scattering phase 633. This is required by "Watson's 
final state theorem" l*>. When adding a non-resonant Born 
term T B ( E ) , we can satisfy this requirement by letting the 
pion produced via T B rescatter through the 6. This is indi
cated in Fig. 4a. where T B is represented by a black dot. 

Since we are interested in the 
A,'we regroup the terms accord
ing to Fig. 4b.and work with 
TR and a A-term with an effec-

\ \ •'••._* \ . tive or "dressed" yNA-vertex, 
^-•:X V * - ^ " > % ' ̂ .-'. fcvNA» i n d i c a t e d by t h e shaded 

circle. Formally, the effec
tive vertex is defined by 

'v y * 

Fig. 4 

T^ 3(E) - (1 + Tj
N(E)GirM(E))Tj,r(E) • TJ* (E) 

Through the intermediate HN rescattering in fYN«f this ef
fective vertex is energy dependent and complex. This parti' 
tioning of the measured multipele into a resonant and non-
resonant part is clearly model dependent, Rather than cal
culating this effective vertex from a model, the standard 
approach has been to simply parametrize 11,13,15) 

w « - «u , E ) fw ,5> 

la> 
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where $ (E) is a smooth t uuc 1.»< »u of t:i.ctjy. With il.it; uaia-
metri::ation we obtain for ths full 3,3 amplitudo, L;j. 4, 

^ »I 
T3,3 S u a f-,iiA1"" niri/i ' D C Ê I - *

 l w 

which satisfies ftatsi.tt'<» th^oieiu. Siniivitiy the full i,J-
Compt-on amplitude becowcd 

Finally, to complete our description of photoabsorption, 
we also have to include other intermediate «ii-channels. 
This contribution is mainly due to intermediate s-wave 
charged pion production. Por the applications below, we 
simply use an amplitude of the Krol 1-Ruder man form, 

TT ** O.c h(E) , 

I 2> 
where h(E) has been fitted to the data . The model out
lined above reproduces the total yu cross section very 
well for photon laboratory energies between 200 - 400 HeV. 
However, the fit in individual charge channels is poorer 
and we will use a refined model when discussing a specific 
reaction such as (Y,W°) in Section V. 

III. THE NUCLEAR PHOTOABSORPTION AMPLITUDE 

We first discuss photoabsorption proceeding through 
A-h excitation only. The nuclear amplitude is 

«S'.ol^U.o» - «r,o|F;M4c4h,B5 rïM4.
21*<E>|ï,o> (8, 

The many-body Greens function G..is given by ' ' ' 

G"? - D(E - H.) - 6H - H - V C9) 

an u w sp 
II. - TA • V. + H,. . . (10) 

a a a A-I 
The first part of the Greens function is the free Breit-
Wigner denominator, D(E), evaluated» at B - H., the internal 
energy available to the A. H*, Eq. 10, includes the kine
tic energy TA, an average binding potential, vA, and the 
hole energy HA_|. The phasespace for A •* vti is restricted 
inside the nucleus. This is taken into account by the 
Pauli blocking term, 5W, which reduces the free width and 
produces a repulsive shift of the resonance energy. Wff in 
Eq. 9 describes intermediate pion propagation with the 
target in the ground state, Fig. 5a. In elastic «-nucleus 
scattering, this term yields the very large elastic width 
due to coherent multiple scattering *>. In the photo-
reactions considered here, it accounts for coherent *° 
photoproduction. The terms described so far can be eva
luated microscopically in the A-h basis. As is known from 
pion scattering, it is important to take into account that 
the A-h states can couple to more complicated channels. In 
contrast to the other terms in Eq. 9 this effect is treated 

http://il.it
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phenon>enologically thiuu'ih a <-UK|;1CX .i|<icu<iuuj pc»ct.-i>ciaJ 

Vsp U ) * *C JJST * V, ̂ V,,t* ' V a lll> 
ïlto t.i-Uii>lf.: pui: affects i s , 
V" . and V | S. have bcert at
tained fto.i. tits to elas
tic pion-nnclc-on scatter
ing and are nearly tnorgy 
independent 16). for exam
ple, for '•He we have 
I» Vc £ - 15 fteV. It has w *» been shown that this rather 
sizable spreading potential 

Fig. 5 Mainly describes the coupl
ing to the pion absorption 
channel *»1M. An example 

of this is given in Pig. Sb. 

To obtain the total photoabsorption cross section» 
we use the optical theorem for the nuclear Compton am
plitude, Eq. 8, 

o^ - - £ !• nJTtk,k) - . (12) 

k + MT + 2SI 
In addition to predicting the total cross section, we can 
also use our model to partition oT into the major reaction 
channels H»12). The contributions to Im M](Y are shown 
schematically in Fig. 6, where a wavy line indicates the 
on-shell part of a propagator. As shown in Pig. 6a, Im M ™ 
has contributions from Im G A n and from the on shell part 
of the nu loop in F „., which corresponds to quasi free IN 

Y photoproduction. The par
titioning of In» Gft|1 is 
shown in Fig. 6b: the 
first diagram corresponds 
to quasifree knockout, due 
to the imaginary part of 
D(E-H.) - 6W, i.e. proceed-

ioi ing through the Pauli 
. blocked isobar. The next 

-p.... ,—r'"> jn- contribution is due to 
L | V | ö * | lB» W„ and y ie lds the cohe-

.+.\".A—',r* A—U- rent w° photoproduction 
partial cross section. 

i Finally, the last diagram 

/Ic-T*" indicates contributions 
*•' -I » from Im Vsp, which accounts 

for the partial cross sec
tion into the t absorption 
channel. In addition to the 
isobar contribution, we 
have to take into account 
the 3,3 background amplitu
de TQ, Eq. 4, which leads to 

Fig* 6 a wph s».ate. We include 

lil'-

Jpi 1 
K 

M 
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this tern in impulse appiuxituui ior.. In the tumaturai 
parti.il waves, this tern can also lea*I to coherent e 
production. As shown in ii«i- ?. U& »3 *-"»*« ti-on excit-,-
£H state, which can Lo consiu^icd as 
Y -• <ih vertex correction. W^ itvcluda 

w»C~~ 0 ~Tf< 

•4J u - i t y 
l>ltOtO-

a 
j dens i ty üefieiideiit 
t i i i s cff.'L.t in our 
calculations» below. 
F i n a l l y , wo wist a l s c . 
include the hock jroiind 
ter» due t o s-navr 
pion production. This 
i s done in impulse 
approximation by 
using a local Fermi 
gas ca lculat ion . 

Pig. 7 
» 

IV. PHOTQABSORPTION ON *lle 

Pig. 8 shows the isobar part ej, Eq. 12, of the total 
photoabsorption cross section for *He and its partitioning. 
The largest contribution cosies from quasi free * production 
(OF). The quasi f ree and the Much flatter absorption cross 
section both peak near the resonance energy of the free &. 
The coherent *° cross section peaks at a lower energy, 
because it depends on the nuclear ground state formfactor 
which drops rapidly with increasing momentum transfer. 
For heavier nuclei, this «° partial cross section is less 
important. 

In calculating the photoabsorption cross section, 
many body effects enter in two ways: Vsp, for example, en
ters directly by contributing an absorption partial cross 
section to the nuclear cross section. But it also enters 
in the Ah propagators, GAh, and "shadows" all reaction 
channels (Fig. 6b). These two competing effects can be 
seen in Fig. 9, which shows the full calculation for the 
3,3-channel photoabsorption cross section (solid line) and 
a calculation with v__ omitted. At .'low energies, inclusion 

r*> vrfccj io; p»l 

7(ttM 

• ' •> 

oL 

Fig . 9 
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of the absorption dwtmol inoteascu kite Lt03s section, but 
near resonance shadotmic) ilciainates i>it*l the cross section 
decreases. It is therefore i.oi cor»ret lu uepiiraioly add 
an absorption cross section itt a ps.rturbative way. Similar 
remarks apply to colic-reat «'• ptctuction. Tho iihort dashed 
curve (H.) shows a calculation vrhicl. only ke«^ps 
DIE - U^j in the Ah-proiojnlcv, Kq. 10, bhich acc< ii».i.s tar 
d propagation and binding effects. Inclusion uf the .liiiy 
body terns, *W • t* * V̂ . .U-ids to a substantial broadening 
and depression of the peak cross section. The long J3shed 
curve shows the results of omitting the coherent non-
resonant «° production terms. Pig. 7, which has a large 
effect below resonance. (This effect is again much smaller 
for heavier nuclei.) 

Pig. 10 shows our results 
for the full photoabsorp-
tion cross section and the 

I .ij^'r^s^ '*He ****u*«***'*t» of the 
Bonn group 17>. The total 
cross section data result 
from a sizeable extrapola
tion of the observed 

H\ /' ,,'itJi \ charged hadron yield (also 
shown) at five angles. 
Hissed events due to 
energy cutoffs for charged 

'\ /' *," hadrons and due to neutral 
events were estimated by 
comparing to a Monte Carlo 
cascade calculation at 

... *..-. ^ -~^T* three energies for a 9Be, 
k ***'* !2Cr Ti and Pb target. By 

pi .0 interpolation, these cal-
9' culations were then used 

for other targets and dif
ferent energies. The cross section for coherent »° calcu
lation was calculated separately and added. (This ignores 
the shadowing effect discussed above.) We can use the 
decomposition of the cross section, Section III, to make 
a rough comparison with the measured charged hadron yield: 
we take the full s-wave contribution, the (3,3)-channel 
absorption cross section and one third of the (3,3) quasi-
free 11 N production cross section. We exclude coherent and 
quasifree *° production. Knocked out protons in the latter-
case are assumed to have energies below the experimental 
cutoff of 58 MeV. The agreement of this estimate with the 
data is quite good. The total cross section, which is much 
more reliably calculated, agrees fairly well with the 
extrapolated data below resonance. The calculated peak 
position is at a somewhat.higher energy and above resonan
ce too much cross section is predicted. 

V. COHERENT *° PH0T0PRODUCTI0N 

The A contribution tc the nuclear (Y^*0)amplitude 
is 
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To this we have to a»U tlu: 
the non-resonant ter» r, 

::j|ic*i"»Mit u o t t t L i b u t ].>ii t i f * 
.y. in l"r|- 4. This tern*, together 

with the medium correction is E*|. 13 uhich arises fro» the 
«edified v -• £h vertex in ijej. 7» cot responds to a iMih 
treatment of the becl:>|toui.ci |»f :.Ju*:tirii through Tb. Sine» 
we arc also interested in ti.e aiujular ,& distribution at 
lower energy, we have to inc:l idu multipolos other thai. 
the n,,(3/2|. These Multiplies ate small -ttui have little 
effect on the total >p > «ap cross section» but change 
the angular distribution duo to interference with the 
H, + (J/2) multipole. lie take these «ultipoles from Ref. i 
and include them in a distorted wave impulse approxima
tion. 

In Pig. 11, the total coherent «• photoproduction 
cross section on i2C is shown keeping the full production 
operator, i.e. the resonant nultipole nt+(3/2) and all 
other multipoles. The long dashed curve is the impulse 
approximation and the solid curve the result of the full 

calculation. Compa
rison is made with 
the data of Arends 
et at. ,8>. It aust 
be stressed that the 
data include not only 
coherent »• photo-
production but also 
»° production accom
panied by excitation 
of particle stable 
target states. The 
resulting overestima
te of the coherent 
cross section will be 
most severe at the 
higher photon ener
gies, where larger 
momentum transfers 
to the nucleus are 
involved. Our calcu-

* lation agrees reason
ably well with the 

data for k. £ 250 NeV and falls significantly below for 
higher energy. The calculation with no spreading potential 
is also shown in the figure (dash-dot). Below 300 MeV, the 
V8p ** 0 result is larger than the upper bound provided 
by the Bonn data. Thus, a strong spreading potential is 
required. While our model is consistent with the data, 
obviously a clean separation of the coherent *° cross 
section is needed for a quantitative test. Finally, 
Fig. il also shows the contribution from non-resonant 
coherent *° production alone (short dashed curve) which 
represents an appreciable part of the cross section at 
the lower energies. 

In Fig. 12, we show two sets of data for 
lzC(>,ir0)1?C for photon energies klab fc 240 MeV. The old 

Fig. 
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Fig. 12 

(crossos) hav. l;,ng 
been lite subject of 
ccntioversy. Clear
ly the two d.\ta sets 
M O xn considerable 
J i s.rjrcemenr. Oi;r 
calculation with tht 
complete T" - »°u 
amplitude (solid 
curve) is «bout a 
factor of two smal
ler than the David
son data» Mote again 
that the full result 
is Mich smaller than 
either the impulse 
approximation result 
fdashed) or the re
sult with no spread" 

ing potential (dash-dot). In comparing with the Bonn 
data IB> (dots), we see that the calculated cross section 
lies about 20% above the data at the peak and below the 
data at large angles. However» the Bonn data include photo-
production accompanied by excitation of particle stable 
target states, which will increase especially the large 
angle cross section. Furthermore, if one folds our pre
dicted angular distribution with the experimental angular 
resolution for 100 MeV pions, the agreement with the data 
becomes better. Another problem in comparing the data to 
our calculation is the poor state of the low energy 
YP -* n°p data. Fig. 13 shows the differential cross sec
tion data available 20) for fcL % 240 MeV. The multipole» 

of Ref. 1, which we 
use (solid curve) 
fit the Bonn data 21) 
(filled circles), 
but not the measure
ments of Govorkov et 
at, 22> (diamonds), 
which extend to the 
forward region where 
the nuclear (Y,WÖ) 
cross section peaks 
(see Fig. 12). The 
dashed curve, obtain
ed from the M 1 +(3/2) 
multipole alone, fits 
the forward angle 

data better. A nuclear calculation with this multipole only 
would bring our prediction closer to the Davidson data. 
Clearly, new single nucleon data are needed to allow for 
a more reliable prediction of the nuclear coherent cross 
section at lower energies. 

Finally, as was shown in detail in ftefs. 7 and 11, 
photeproduction calculated in the A-h approach consistently 

Fig. 13 
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includes «any body etteciü it* two t*i.yr: in the ,.. itrujuc 
tion step and in the distortion 01 tl.« t*iit.g9in.| picn. The 
effects doe to many l*ody nc.Ji f «cations of the pion ;*r»-5uc-
tion operator, which arc net ir.cl:idr>«t in uttlA calculations, 
are vi-ry lar^e for cuher^nt ,a pin it op iotltuztie>».. 

VI. SUtfttAKY 

The A-hol* a|jpit..:. U (.mvtiki *i umiicii afpt̂ -tch to 
study pion- and photon-iitriuced nuclear reactions at inter
mediate energy. In this framework, we have seen that the 
many body Modifications of A-n propagation, which were 
previously studied in pion scattering, also play an ia^wr-
tant role in photoeuclear processes. Examples of this were 
shown for photoabsorption and coherent »• photoproduction. 
The detailed description of the *•» dynasties also allowed 
us to decompose the total photoabsorption cross section 
into the major reaction channels. This made it possible» 
for example, to compare directly to the measured charmed 
hadron yield for photoabsorption. on "Me. Other applica
tions, which were not discussed» are electron scattering 
(absorption of a virtual photon) and Compton scattering on 
nuclei, in addition to the data discussed here» there are 
only a few other experiments on photoabsorption and co
herent «• photoproduction. Certainly, much more such experi
ments are needed, together with Compton and electron scat
tering at intermediate energies. Also, more single nucleon 
measurements are necessary to provide a reliable set of 
photopion multipele*» which are needed m* input for nuclear 
calculations. Clearly, the theoretical description 
needs to be refined. For example, the use of a local 
spreading potential is certainly, only an approximation and 
more complicated many body vertex corrections have to be 
included. Since the photon samples the nucleus in a diffe
rent way thrn the pion, photonuclear reactions will be very 
important in advancing our understanding of A propagation 
in nuclei. 
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